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1. Introduction.
Conner and Floyd have noted [3, §44] the lack of a general
Kiinneth formula for the oriented bordism groups £în(X x Y), and Atiyah has
remarked [1] that the argument he employs to obtain a Kiinneth formula for
X-theory cannot be applied to all cohomology theories. We show that Atiyah's
argument can be made to yield Kiinneth formulas for Q*(X x Y) and the complex
bordism groups U%(X x Y), provided that the spaces X and Y satisfy certain
conditions.
In particular, we can extend the result of Conner and Floyd [3, Theorem (44.3)],

that the bordism product

a¿B{zp))®an¿Y)

" n*(B(zp) x y)

is a monomorphism for any CW-complex Fand odd prime p, to an exact sequence

(D o^n*(R(zp))®no*(y)

" n*(B(zp)xY) t n¿B(zp))*ílti*(Y)->o.

Here "*n" denotes the torsion product of graded Q-modules. If Y= B(Zp), then
the exact sequence will be shown to split into a direct sum decomposition for

fi*(R(Zp) x B(Zp)).
We shall make the standing assumption that X and Fare CW-complexes, and
that X is of "finite type" in the sense of having a finite number of cells in each
dimension. Thus X x Fis again a CW-complex. If nothing is said to the contrary,
homology and cohomology have coefficient group Z. We now state the main

theorems.
Theorem A. Let X and Y be CW-complexes as above. Assume further
(a) the oriented bordism spectral sequence of X collapses;
(b) either H%(X) or H*(Y) consists entirely of odd torsion.
Then there is a natural exact sequence of Q-modules

(2)

0 - n,(X) ®n fi*( Y) " Q*(X xY)t

where a is the bordism

product

and ß has degree

that

Q,(X) *nQ»(Y)^ 0
—1.
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Theorem B. Let X and Y be CW-complexes as above. Suppose that the
complex bordism spectral sequence for X collapses. Then there is a natural
exact sequence of U-modules

(3)

0^U¿X)®oU¿Y)Zu¿X

X Y) t U¿X)*oUJiY)-+0

where a is again the bordism product and ß has degree —1.

As an example, we apply Theorem A with X = B(Zp), for p an odd prime.
The oriented bordism spectral sequence of B(Zp) collapses [3, (34.1)], and of
course B(Zp) satisfies the standing finiteness condition and condition (b) of Theorem
A. Thus we obtain the Kiinneth formula (1) for Q.H¡(B(Zp)
x Y).
It is convenient to first obtain "reduced" Kiinneth formulas, from which the
Kiinneth formulas (2) and (3) are easily derived; e.g., the reduced analogue of (3)
is the sequence

(4)

0^ 0¿X)QaO¿Y) - Ü^XAY) I ÜJX)*V{7,(7)-0.

The proof of Theorem A runs into difficulties with two-torsion; a number of
statements are only true modulo the class rß2 of two-torsion groups. In particular,
if the assumption (b) of Theorem A is weakened to the requirement that H*(X)
have no two-torsion, there is a rß2 Kiinneth formula (Theorem C), which is used to
prove one case of Theorem A.
2. Preliminaries.
The bordism groups Q.n(X,A) may be identified with the
homology groups H„(X,A; MSO) resulting from the Thorn spectrum MSO, and
the cobordism groups Q."(X,A) are by definition the cohomology groups
H"(X, A ; MSO) ; see [3, §§12, 13]. There is a multiplicative transformation of
of spectra p: MSO -* K(Z) of MSO into the integral Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum,
given by maps p„: MSO(n)-* K(Z,n) which represent the fundamental (Thorn)
cohomology classes of the Thorn spaces MSO(n). There results a natural multiplicative transformation from oriented (co)bordism to integral (co)homology, still
denoted p. The bordism-to-homology
transformation is just the "fundamental
class" homomorphism defined in [3, §6]. When convenient, we write p(X, A) for

p:Q.*(X,A)^Hjf(X,A),

p(X) for p:Ù*(X)-> fí*(X), etc. We recall [3, Theorem

(15.1)] that the oriented bordism spectral sequence of a CW-pair (X, A) collapses
if and only if p(X, A) is an epimorphism. We shall use the fact that the Alexander
duality of G. Whitehead [8] for the spectra MSO and K(Z) commutes with p.
It is evident that the preceeding paragraph can be done over for complex bordism
and cobordism in place of the oriented theories, in which case the Milnor spectrum

MU replaces MSO.
We now prove two lemmas which allow us to take the CW-complex X to be
finite in the proofs of the Kiinneth formulas.
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Lemma 2.1. Let W be a CW-complex, and denote by Wk the k-skeleton of W.
If the oriented (resp., complex) bordism spectral sequence of W collapses, then
this is also true for each Wk.

Proof. We give the proof for oriented bordism. Thus we assume that
p(W):Q.1t(W)^HJe(W) is an epimorphism, and must show the same for each
p(Wk).

Consider the commutative diagram

iW)

^3

Hn(Wk)

u(W)
&n(W) ^-4
Hn(W).
If n > k, then H„(Wk) = 0, so there is nothing to prove. If n < k, then both
maps i. are isomorphisms, so p(Wk) is also an epimorphism. There remains the
case n = k.
The space Wk+ 1/ Wk is just a bunch of (k 4- l)-spheres joined at a point, so
its integral homology has no torsion. Thus fi(Wk+1/Wk) is an epimorphism by
[3, Theorem (15.2)], whence the same holds for p(Wk+1, Wk). From the commutative diagram
nk+x(wk+l,wk) ^+P Hk+x(wk+1,wk)

Slk+x(W,Wk) -^

Hk+x(W,Wk)

with vertical epimorphisms, we see that p(W, Wk) is also an epimorphism. Finally,
we see that p(Wk) is an epimorphism by inspecting the following commutative
diagram with exact columns:

nk+x(w,wk) ^^

Hk+X(w,wk)
p(Wk)

nk(wK)

■* Hk(WK)
i*

Qk(W)

p(W)

- Hk(W)

I

0 .
Lemma 2.2. Let W be a CW-complex, and assume that H%(W) has no twotorsion. Then for each k, H%(Wk) also is without two-torsion.
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Since Hn(Wk)= 0 if n > k, H„(Wk)s Hn(W) if n < k, and Hk(Wk)

is free abelian, the lemma is obvious.
3. Homology resolutions. The results of this section are central to the proofs
of the Kiinneth formulas, although the bordism resolutions in §5 have more
intrinsic interest. The homology resolutions are obtained by mixing an idea of

Atiyah with G. Whitehead's Alexander duality.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a finite CW-complex with base point, and assume
that the oriented bordism spectral sequence of X collapses. Then there is a
positive integer m and a finite CW-subcomplex A of the suspension SmX

of X so that
(a) ñ*(A)-*

(b) ñ^A)

Hx(SmX) is an epimorphism;

has no odd torsion.

Lemma 3.2. Let X be a finite CW-complex with base point, and assume that
the complex bordism spectral sequence of X collapses. Then there is a positive
integer m and a finite CW-subcomplex A of SmX so that
(a) H*(A)-y H*(SmX) is an epimorphism;

(b) HJ^A) has no torsion.
These lemmas may be proved by the same argument, so it is enough to prove
one of them.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. By assumption, p: Q*(X) -» H%(X) is an epimorphism.
Equivalently, p: Q#(X) -* H^X) is an epimorphism. Now consider a weak n-dual
D„X of X and the commutative diagram expressing the Alexander duality :
ñk(X) —^

Ù'-*-t@uX)£

Hk(X)

H"-k-1(DnX).

Thus the homomorphism p:Q*(DnX)-+ fí*(D„X) is also an epimorphism.
Choose a homogeneous generating set cx,---,cp for the abelian group H*(DnX),
and then select y¡ inñ*(D„X) so that p(y¡) = c¡. Let n¡ denote the common dimension
ofyíandci.Thusyieñn'(DnX)
= [Sk(DnX), MSO(k + n¡)'], ¿=l,-,p,
for a
suitably large k, which we hold fixed. Now let M¡ be a finite CW-complex which
(a) approximates MSO(k + n¡) to a degree sufficiently high that the induced map

lS\DnX),MJ - lS\DnX),MSO(k+ nfl
is an isomorphism (i — 1, •••, p), and (b) has no odd torsion in integral cohomology.
(That (b) is possible follows from the fact, proved in [2], that H*(BSO(m)) has no
odd torsion, and from the Thorn isomorphism O: H*(BSO(m)) S H*(MSO(m)).)
Thus each y¡ is represented by a map / : Sk(DnX) -* M¡, which we combine to

obtain a map / : Sk(DnX)- M = f]f =j.M,.
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triangle

ß*(M) —-¿-—> H*(Sk(D„X))

«f \

/ft
H*(M¡).

We want to show that/* is an epimorphism. The inclusion of M¡ in MSO(k + nt)
gives rise to an element o¡eUk+l"(M¡) satisfying
/,*(«$,) = rrky¡eQk+"'(Sk(DnX)),

ak denoting the A-fold suspension. It follows that akci =f*(nf(po¡)),
which shows
that /* is an epimorphism.
Recall that Sk(DnX) = Dll+k(X). Thus we have found a map/: Dn+k(X) -►M so
that/* : H*(M) -» H*(Dn+k(X)) is an epimorphism. We want to apply the duality
once more.
Choose an integer m so large that M admits a weak (n + k + m)-dual; we also
suppose that /: D„+k(X)-+ M is regarded as an inclusion of CW-complexes.
Then there is the dual inclusion /: D„+k+m(M)-+ Dn+k+m(Dn+kX). Now
Dn+k+m(SmX) = Dn+kX, so we have at hand an inclusion

i: A-*SmX,

where we

have put A = Dn+k+m(M). By Alexander duality again, ('„.: fí*(A) -> H^.(SmX)
is an epimorphism. Also H#(A) £ H*(M) = H*(nM¡) has no odd torsion, since
this is true for all H*(M¡).
4. Generators of bordism modules. From now on, the complex bordism theory
will be much easier to treat than the oriented theory ; in the latter case, there are
difficulties concerning two-torsion. We therefore make use of the class cß2 of

abelian two-groups [7, Ch. 10].
Let ^ be a class of abelian groups. In addition to the usual notions of ^-monomorphism, ^-epimorphism and ^-isomorphism, we call subgroups Bx and B2
of an abelian group '€-equal if both inclusions BXC\ B2~* Bx and Bx(~\ ß2 ~* ^2
are "^-isomorphisms. A sequence of homomorphisms

A L B ^> C
is called t¡-exact if im(/) and ker(g) are ^"-equal subgroups of B.
The following simple applications of these notions are left for the reader to
verify.
Lemma 4.1.

Let T be a graded Q-module, Te^2.

Then for any graded

il-module S, both T®nS and T*a S belong to fé^Lemma 4.2. Let T be a graded Q-module which is an odd torsion group.
Then for any graded Çï-module S, both T®nS and T*nS are odd torsion groups.
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There is a five-lemma for c€2 exact sequences of abelian groups.

Let (X,A) be a CW-pair for which the complex bordism spectral sequence
collapses. Then the homomorphism p: U%(X, A)-* H„.(X, A) is an epimorphism.
In fact, generators of the (/-module U*(X, A) may be obtained by selecting preimages under p of generators of the graded abelian group H%(X,A), and if H^(X,A)
is free abelian we get a better result.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that the complex bordism spectral sequence of the
CW-pair(X,A) collapses. Let (c¡) be a homogeneous set of generators of H%(X,A),
and select homogeneous y¡ in U%(X, A) so that p(y¡) — c¡. Then (y¡) generates the

U-module UJX,A).
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that H%(X,A) is free abelian, for (X, A) a CW-pair.
Then the complex bordism spectral sequence of (X,A) collapses, and Ujf(X,A)
is a free U-module. Moreover, in the notation of Lemma 4.4, if(c¡) is a free basis

of H%(X,A), then (y¡) is a free basis of U%(X,A).
These results are due to Conner and Floyd. See [3, §18] for the techniques
involved (in the oriented case), and [4, §5] or [5] for statements involving the
complex case.
Now let (X,A) be a CW-pair for which the oriented bordism spectral sequence
collapses, and suppose also that X — A has only a finite number of cells in each
dimension. The following result is proved by the method of [3, §18].
Lemma 4.6. Let (X,A) be as above, and let (c¡) be a homogeneous base for
the free part of H^(X,A), and (dj) a homogeneous generating set for the odd
torsion part of H^(X,A). Then select homogeneous y¡ and ój in£î%(X,A)so that

p(y¡)= c¡, p(öj) = dj. Then (a) S Qy; is a free Q-submodule ofQ^(X,A) on (y¡), and
(b) the inclusion Z¡fiy¡ + £ Qöj -* Cl%(X,A) is a '€2-isomorphism.

Proof. We shall modify the proof of [3, Theorem (18.1)] as needed. The
independence of the y¡ is a direct consequence of the final paragraph of the proof in
[3], Thus £ Qy, is a freely generated Q-module with (y¡) as base.
To prove (b), it suffices to show that, for each positive n, there is a positive
integer m so that

2mÇln(X,A)cz
lQy¡+

XOSj.

First we remark that
Hk(X,A; Cl„_k) S Hk(X,A) ® Qn.k®Torz(Hk_x(X,A),nn_k)
by the universal coefficient theorem. Now the torsion in Q„_fc is all of order two,
and so the torsion term above is also of order two. Let 2m(k)be chosen so large that
2mmHk(X, A) has no two-torsion. Then also 2m{k)Hk(X,A ; Q„_4) has no two-torsion,
and furthermore
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2mmHk(X,A ; Q„_t) «=( S Zck + £ Zdk) ® Q„_k
since the c* and d) (the superscript indicates dimension) generate all but the
two-torsion of Hk(X,A).
The inductive step in the proof of [3, Theorem (18.1)] is now easily replaced by
2m(k)Jk,n-k <=( £û?i

+ I £Mj) + ^-i.„-t+i,

and the result of the induction is to establish the inclusion
2mQn(X,A)cz £Qy¡4-

££ic5,

with m = m(0) + ■■•+ m(n). (Recall that there is a filtration
&n(X,A) = Jn0 =» —Jk,n-k--Jo.n

=>0

and that u induces isomorphisms Jft>n_*/Jt_1>B_i+1 £ iit(.X',i4;Q(1_)t).) This
completes the proof.
In the notation of Lemma 4.6, we call £Qy, the free part of Q+(Z,/4), and
denote it Q{.(X,A). Notice that Q£(X,ä) depends on the choices of the c¡ and the
y¡. We say that Q¡.(X,A) is a tf^free
Q-module whenever the inclusion

Q{).(X,A)-*Q^(X,A) is a "^-isomorphism.

Corollary

4.7. If H%(X,A) has no odd torsion, then iï,(X,A) is ^2-free.

Proof. By [3, (15.2)], if H.(X,A) has no odd torsion then the oriented bordism
spectral sequence collapses, so Lemma 4.6 applies. Since there are no d/s, we
conclude that the inclusion £Qyi-»Q:|.(.Y,;4) is a "^-isomorphism, i.e. that
Q*(X,A) is ^2-free.

Lemma 4.8. // Q%(X,A) is '€2-free, than the functor Q%(X,A) <g>
°from
Q-modules to Q-modules preserves '¿?2-exactness.

This is an easy exercise, making use of Lemma 4.1.
We now study Q*^, A) for CW-pairs for which H*(X, A) has no two-torsion, in
addition to the standing assumptions made above. Our first result sharpens
Lemma 4.6, and the second studies the quotient of Q*(X, A) by the free submodule

Qi(X,A).
Lemma 4.9.

Suppose that Hie(X,A) has no two-torsion. Then, in the notation

of Lemma 4.6, Q*(X,A)= SQy,+ £Q(5y.
Proof. Since the Thom bordism ring Q has no odd torsion, and since H^(X, A)
is assumed to be without two-torsion, we have Hk(X, A; Q„_t) = Hk(X,A) ® Q„_t.
The method of [3, §18], as was illustrated in the proof of Lemma 4.6, now shows
that the y¡ and 0¡ together generate Q*(X, A) as an Q-module.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that H^(X,A) has no two-torsion. Then the cokernel
of the inclusion Q*(X, A) -^Q^X, A) is an odd torsion group.
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Once again, a proof may be given in the spirit of [3, §18].
5. Bordism resolutions. We now combine the homology resolutions of §3
with the results of §4 on generators of bordism modules to obtain bordism resolutions. We begin with the complex case.
Lemma 5.1. Let X be a finite CW-complex with base point, and assume that
the complex bordism spectral sequence of X collapses. Then there is a positive
integer m and a finite CW-subcomplex A of SmX so that the reduced bordism
exact sequence of the pair (SmX,A) is an exact sequence.

(5)

O-0,(B) Z Ü*(A)**O*(SmX)^0

(B = SmXI A) of U-modules with ô of degree —1. Furthermore 0#(A) and
Ü*(B) are free U-modules.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we know that an inclusion i:A-*SmX exists so
that H*(A) has no torsion and so that ¡^ : H*(A) -+ Hit.(SmX) is an epimorphism.
From the homology sequence of (SmX,A), we see that d: H%(B)-+ H^(A) is a
monomorphism, so also HJß) has no torsion. Since A and R are finite complexes, it follows that HJ^A) and H^(B) are free abelian, and so by Lemma 4.5
both Üf(A) and ÜJß) are free {/-modules. Thus it remains to show that
i%: Ü(A)-*Üc(SmX) is an epimorphism. To see this, consider the commutative
diagram

u¿Q-±*om(trx)

I:
V-

HJi(A)-^ii*(ßmX)^0

and apply Lemma 4.4 as follows. Let (cf) generate H*(Ä) and select (yf) so
that p(yj) = c¡; then %(%)) generates H*(SmX), and p{i*(yj)} = i*cp so %(yj))
generates 0^(SmX). Thus the upper i'+ is an epimorphism, and so the reduced
bordism sequence of (SmX,A) breaks into the short exact sequence (5). Since d is
the boundary homomorphism, it has degree — 1.

Remark. Let X satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1. Since Ü*(X) = Üit.(SmX)
as (/-modules, Lemma 5.1 provides a free resolution of the (/-module Ü^(X) of
length at most one. Thus Ü%(X) has homological dimension at most one as a
(/-module.
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a finite CW-complex with base point, and assume that
the oriented bordism spectral sequence of X collapses. Then there isa positive
integer m and an inclusion i: A^SmX of a finite subcomplex of SmX so that the
reduced bordism sequence of (SmX, A) yields a '€2-exact sequence
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(6)

0 ->Q*(B)Í Q*(A) '4 Q^S'" X) ->0

(B = SmXj A) of Q-modules with d of degree —1. Furthermore,
Q*(ß) are 'é?2-free Q-modules

Q*(A) and

und the sequence (6) is exact at Q^A).

Proof. The only difference from the proof of Lemma 5.1 is that we must now
show that ijf:Qjf(A)^Q#(S'"X)
¡s a "i^-epimorphism. This follows easily from
Lemma 4.6, as in the proof of the preceeding lemma.
If H*(X) has no two-torsion, we may improve Lemma 5.2 slightly.
Lemma 5.3. Let X satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2, and assume that
II*(X) has no two-torsion. Then the sequence (6) is genuinely exact.
Proof. We must show that ¿„ : Q*(A) -» Q|t(S'"Ar) is an epimorphism.
follows, as in the previous proof, from Lemma 4.9.

6. Proofs of the Kiinneth formulas. We begin with an abstraction
to be used to derive Kiinneth formulas.
Lemma 6.1.

Suppose given a commutative

diagram

This

of the method

with exact rows:

J
d'
V
0 -> C" -»■B' -»■A' -* C -» 0
II
'•!"•

A-+ C

/
S
i
^B->A->C^>B.

i

Then :
(a) // aA and aB are isomorphisms,
there
ßc:C^>C
so that aBJßc = j; the sequence
«c
O-tC'-ïC-iC

ßc

¡s a unique

homomorphism

-> 0

is exact.
(b) IfotA and <xBare'é'-¿-isomorphisms and C" is an odd torsion group, there is
a unique homomorphism
ßc: C -» C" so that ccBJßc —J: C -* B has ¡mage
lying in the two-torsion of B. The sequence

0 -> C °% C S C" -» 0
is ^2-exact;

moreover, ßc ■otc = 0 and ßc is an epimorphism.

Proof. Case (a) is an easy exercise, as is the second case once the existence of
ßc is established. We shall show how to define ßc in the latter case.
A bit of chasing shows that, given an element c of C, there exists for every
sufficiently large positive integer n an element c"n of C" so that Tj(c) = aBJ(c¡¡).
Since C" is an odd torsion group, and since <xBis a "¡^-isomorphism, the elements
c¡¡ are unique; also if mSn, then c'^ = 2m~"c„'. Now multiplication by powers
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of 2 is isomorphism of C" onto itself, so there is a unique element c" = ßc(c) in C"
so that, for n sufficiently large, c"n= 2" c". This defines ßc, and we notice that for
large n we have 2"{j(c) —aBJßc(c)} = 0. The proof is now easily completed.
We shall find it convenient to prove the existence of reduced Kiinneth formulas,
as was mentioned in the introduction. It is an easy exercise to show that the
reduced Kiinneth formulas lead to "absolute" Kiinneth formulas. Furthermore,
the product map a:QHl(X)®n Q:¥(Y)-*Qil.(X x Y) is an isomorphism (or t¡2isomorphism) if and only the reduced product map

ä:a\(X)®Qä,(Y)-+ät{XAY)
is.

Now we investigate those cases in which the bordism product a is an isomorphism
or "^-isomorphism.

Lemma 6.2. Let X and Y be CW-complexes, X of finite type. If H#(X) has
no torsion, then the bordism
isomorphism.

product

a: U^(X)®uU^(Y)^Uif(X

x Y) is an

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.5 that U%(X) is a free (/-module. Thus the
functor U%(X)®V° from (/-modules to (/-modules preserves exactness. It is
now an easy exercise in homology theory, using the five lemmas, to complete the
proof by an induction up the skeleta of Y, at least if Fis finite; the general case

follows easily (see [3, §44]).

Lemma 6.3. Let X and Y be CW-complexes, X of finite type. If H*(X) has
no odd torsion, then the bordism product a: Q*(X)®nQ.(t(F)
^¿-isomorphism.

->Q%(X x Y) is a

Proof. By Lemma 4.8, the functor Q*(X) ®n ° from Q-modules to Q-modules
preserves "^-exactness. Furthermore, there is a t¡2 five lemma, Lemma 4.3. The
proof may now be completed by an induction, as above.

Corollary
6.4. In addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 6.3, assume that
H#(Y) consists entirely of odd torsion. Then the bordism product

<x:Q*(X)®n Q+(F)^Q*(*xy)
is an isomorphism.

Proof.

We shall show that the reduced bordism product:

d>:Q*(X)®aQ*(Y)->Q*(XAY)
is an isomorphism. Now H*(X A Y) also consists entirely of odd torsion, by the
Kiinneth theorem for ordinary homology. From Lemma 4.10, we see thatQ,.(Y)
and Q%(X A Y) are both odd torsion groups (notice that Q* = 0 in both cases).
Lemma 4.2 implies that the domain of à is also an odd torsion group. Thus à is a
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^-isomorphism
between odd torsion groups, and is therefore a genuine isomorphism.
Proof of Theorem B. We are beginning with the complex case, since there is
no problem with torsion. Thus X and Y are CW-complexes, X of finite type, and
the complex bordism spectral sequence of X collapses. By Lemma 2.1, this is also
the case for each skeleton Xk of X, and since X is of finite type each Xk is a finite
CW-complex. So it suffices to prove the theorem with the first factor finite; by
naturality, we may then pass to the general case by taking a direct limit.
From now on, X will be assumed to be finite and with base point. We shall
obtain a reduced Kiinneth formula for Ü%(X A Y).
We now apply Lemma 5.1, which provides a bordism resolution. Thus there is
an inclusion i : A -*■SmX of a CW-complex A in a suitably high suspension of X,
so that, if R = SmX / A, the reduced bordism sequence of (SmX,A) is an exact
sequence

0 -» 0¿B) - Ü¿A) - Ü*(SmX)-* 0,
and both Ü^(A), O^B) are free (/-modules.
We now draw conclusions from the following commutative
exact rows:
1

Pi'

diagram

with

''

O^Ü*(SmX)*vÜ*(B)->Ü*(B)®vÜ*(Y)
-» 0¿A)®a Ü¿Y)l!ü*(SmX)®o0¿Y)-*0
m

Äß

rA

a

... -* Ü¿SmXA Y) J4 Ü¿B A Y) - Ü*(AAY)l4 Ü¿SmXA F)- (the lower row is isomorphic to the reduced bordism exact sequence of the pair

(SmXAY, A A Y)). Since Ü*(Ä) and ^(R)

are free (/-modules, Lemma 6.2

implies that 5la and S.Bare isomorphisms. From Lemma 6.1, we see that there
exists a homomorphism ß determined uniquely by the diagram (7) and so that
the sequence

0- Ü*(SmX)®V0¿Y)
" 0¿STX A Y) 4 Ü*(SmX)*rrÜ*(Y)
-*0
is exact. Lowering the degrees by m units, we obtain the desired reduced Kiinneth
formula for 0%(X A Y). The absolute Kiinneth formula for U*(X x Y) is now a
formal consequence. Since d' has degree — 1, J must be assigned degree 4- 1 ;
therefore ß and ß have degree — 1.
It remains to prove the naturality of the Kiinneth formula; we dwell on the
reduced formula for O^X A Y) with X finite. Since the reduced bordism product â
is evidently natural with respect to maps of X and Y, it suffices to show that
ß = ß(i) also has this property (and is so independent of the choice of the inclusion
i : A -* SmX). The naturality in the second variable Y is clear.
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Now suppose given f:X-*X'
and suitable inclusions i : A -> SmX and
/': A'-*Sm'X'. The diagram (7) is preserved under suspension (i.e., replacing
i: A->SmX by Si: SA- •Sm X), so we may assume m = m'. We now obtain a
commutative diagram

-L> A V A' <— /T
SmX

S7 *SmX'

SmX'

Here 4 V A' is the one-point union of A and /4' (at their base points), j and j'
are the obvious inclusions, and / is defined by the condition of commutativity.
We assume that / has been made an inclusion (up to homotopy). From the fundamental diagrams (7) of the inclusions i, I and i", there results a commutative
diagram

Ü*(SmXAY) ßO)

~

%(SmX'AY) ^k

^(SmX')*c 17,(7)

m

which expresses the desired naturality of ß. Thus Theorem B is completely proved.
Proof of Theorem A: H*(Y) an odd torsion group. Again we take Xfinite and
prove a reduced Kiinneth formula. Lemma 5.2 provides a bordism resolution:
there is an inclusion f: A^>SmX and a ^-exact sequence

0 -> Q*(R)

4 Q*04)
U- Q*(SmX)^0

which is exact at Q*(^4); both Q*(A) and Q*(B) are "^2-free Q-modules.
There now results a fundamental diagram of the form (7), with U replaced by Q
in all occurrences. The diagram is commutative and the rows are exact ; Lemmas
4.1 and 4.2 are needed to prove the upper row exact, as well as the fact that Q*(F)
is an odd torsion groups ince H*(Y) is. According to Corollary 6.4, both &Aand 5B
are genuine isomorphisms. The reduced Kiinneth formula now follows from
Lemma 6.1, and can be shown natural as above for complex bordism.
We now establish a (tf2 Kiinneth formula, after which the proof of Theorem A

will be resumed.
Theorem C. Let X and Y be CW-complexes, X of finite type. Assume further

that
(a) «: Q%(X)-* H%(X) is an epimorphism;
(b) H^(X) has no two-torsion.
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Then there is a natural

t>2-exact sequence

O^Q*(X)®nQ*(Y)
Moreover,

[January

^ Q*(X x Y) t

Q*(X)*nQ*(Y)^0.

ß • x = 0 and ß is an epimorphism.

Proof. Proceed just as in the previous proof, noting that Lemma 2.2 is now
needed in order that we may take X finite. We now apply Lemma 5.3, which
provides an inclusion i:A-*SmX so that

0->ä.(B)4 â\(A) k Q*(SmX)^0
is exact. There results a fundamental diagram of the form (7), with all occurrences of (/ changed to Q. Both rows are exact and the diagram is commutative.
To show the top row exact, we must show that the derived map

¿U4) *nQ*(Y) -^» ¿US-JO *nQ*(Y)
is zero; since Q*(A) is '€2-free, Lemma 3.1 implies that Q*(A)*nQ^.( Y) e<£2; since
H*(X) has no two-torsion, the cokernel of Q.£(X) -» Q%(X) is an odd torsion
group by Lemma 4.10, and therefore Q:t(SmX) *nQ*(F) is an odd torsion group by
Lemma 3.2; so i.*l is zero, since its image is zero. Furthermore, àA and iB are
"¡^-isomorphisms by Lemma 6.3. Thus we may apply the delicate part of Lemma 6.1
to obtain a reduced '£2 Kiinneth formula with ß ■3. = 0 and ß an epimorphism.
All this carries over to the absolute case. Naturality is proved as before.
Proof of Theorem A: H^(X) an odd torsion group. We apply Theorem C,
noting that all the groups appearing in the i?2 Kiinneth formula are odd torsion
groups if H*(X) is. But a "tf2-exact sequence of maps between odd torsion groups
is clearly an exact sequence, so we obtain a natural Kiinneth formula for Q%(X x Y).
7. An application.

If G is a finite group and B(G) a classifying space of G,

We denote the bordism groups Q„(B(G)) by Q„(G). Recall that B(G x //) = J3(G)
x B(H). In the case G = Zp, a cyclic group of odd prime order, Conner and
Floyd have made in [3] a thorough study of Q^(Zp), both as a graded abelian
group and as a graded Q-module. Much less is known concerning

Q*(Zp x Zp) S Q*(ß(Zp) x B(Zp)).
According to [3, (34.1)], the bordism spectral sequence of B(ZP) collapses; but

this is not the case for B(Zp) x B(Zp).
As was mentioned in the introduction,

we shall apply Theorem A to obtain

the following result.
Theorem 7.1.
decomposition

TAe Kiinneth formula for Q*(ZP x Zp) splits into a direct sum
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Q*(ZpX Zp)= PUZ^OniUZ,)]
Proof.
formula

(8)
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0 [Q^Z^Q^Z,)].

As was mentioned in the introduction,

Theorem A yields a Kiinneth

0 -> Q*(Zp)®S!Q*(Zp) " Q#(Zp x Zp) L Q^(Zp)*fi Q*(Zp)- 0

for Q^(ZpxZp). Here a is the bordism product and ß is of degree — 1. It is convenient to strip this down to a reduced Kiinneth formula

(9)

0 - Q^(Zp)®À(Zp) % ÎUZ, A Zp)4 Q#(Zp)
*£íñ,(Z,) - 0,

in which Q*(Zp A Zp) denotes Q^(B(Zp) A B(Zp)) by abuse of notation.
This latter exact sequence will be shown to split canonically, for the elementary
reason that both graded groups Q*(Zp) ®n Q#(Zp) and Q*(Zp) *a Q*(Zp) are zero in
odd degrees and ß has degree —1. It then follows that the former sequence also splits.
Generators and relations for the Q-module Q*(Zp) have been described by
Conner and Floyd in [3, §46], from which the following statement results. There
is an exact sequence of Q-modules

(10)

0-»*,-»i4.-»Q,(Z„)-»0,

for which A^ and Blt.are free on generators in odd dimensions. Thus (10) is a free
resolution of the graded Q-module Q%(Zp), and so there results an exact sequence

(11) 0 -+Q*(Zp)*n Q*(Zp)-> R* ®„ Q*(Zp)->A*®nQ*(Zp)-♦ Q*(Zp)®aQ*(Zp)-*0
by elementary homological algebra, since A^ is a free Q-module.
Now all the Q-modules Q#(Zp), A* and B* have only two-torsion in even degrees ;
for their generators are in odd degrees, and Q has only two-torsion in odd degrees.
Thus B%®nQ%(Zp) and XHs®nQHs(Zp)have only two-torsion in odd degrees. Itfollows from (11) that this is also true for QH.(Zp)®n Q*(ZP) and QH.(Zp)*nQ4.(Zp).
But Q*(Zp) consists entirely of odd torsion, since H*(B(Zp)) does. So by Lemma 4.2,

both QH!(Zp)®nQ4.(Zp)and Q^(Zp)*QÙ^(Zp) are odd torsion groups with all elements of odd degree zero. Since the map /) of (9) has degree — 1, it follows that (9)
splits canonically, with Q,|.(Zp)®n Q*(Z;,) isomorphic to the even part of Q„.(ZpAZp)
and Q^Zp^jjQ^Zp)
isomorphic to the odd part. Thus also (8) splits, and the
theorem is proved.
We remark that these methods also apply to complex bordism, in which case
we may allow p = 2 as well. See [4], [5] and use Theorem B.
8. A generalization.
The Kiinneth formula for complex bordism may be
easily carried over to generalized homology theories defined by spectra M which
share certain of the properties of the Milnor spectrum MU (and do not share the
complications of the Thom spectrum MSO). There are also Kiinneth formulas
for the resulting generalized cohomology theories, in which case only finite complexes are allowed.
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Thus let M be a multiplicative spectrum with an augmentation p: M-> K(Z)
of M into the integral Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum (see [8]) subject to several
additional conditions. Here M = {Mk, fk, gk¡x), k,\ = 0, with the Mk CW-complexes of finite type with base point; the suspension maps fk: SMk-+Mk+x and
the product maps gkX : Mk A Mx -*■Mk+X are subject to a condition of homotopy
commutativity. p is a map of multiplicative spectra, in the usual sense. The additional conditions are:
(a) Mk is (k — l)-connected ;
(b) fk induces isomorphisms n¡(SMk) -* ni(Mk+ x) for i <2k;
(c) p induces isomorphisms nk(Mk) -» izk(K(Z, k)) = Z;
(d) the stable homotopy groups nt(M) are free abelian;

(e) H*(Mk) is free abelian, for all k.
For such an augmented spectrum, H%( ; M) is a multiplicative homology
theory, and there is a natural multiplicative transformation p: //„.( ;M) -* //*( ; Z).
By (c) and (d) ,for any CW-pair (X, A), the spectral sequence of (X, A) collapses if
and only if p : H*(X, A ; M) -* Z/*(X, A ; Z) is onto. Furthermore, it is easy to
conclude, from (d) and a result of Dold [6], that if H,(X,A; Z) is free abelian,
then the spectral sequence of (X,A) collapses. From this and (a), Lemma 2.1
carries over easily. Lemma 3.2 carries over by virtue of (e). The results on generators of bordism modules have analogues for generators of H#(X, A ; M) as a
module over the graded coefficient ring H*(pt;M) s n*(M). Thus the results of
§§5,6 on resolutions and Kiinneth formulas may be translated to the present
situation. In particular, if A" is a CW-complex of finite type for which

p:H¿X;)M^H¿X;Z)
is an epimorphism, then H%(X; M) is of homological dimension at most one as a

(right or left) 7tH!(Ai)-module.
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